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ABSTRACT
Hypervisor managed SSD caching is an often used technique for
improving IO performance in virtualization based hosting solutions.
Such caches are either explicitly managed by the hypervisor which
approximate the access semantics of the applications for improving
cache utilization, or operate as statically partitioned devices (which
are utilized as caches) by virtual machines. We reason that both
these broad directions do not exploit the potential of SSD based IO
caches to the fullest, in terms of generalized management policies
and performance. We propose SymFlex, a novel method to perform
symbiotic management of IO caches by enabling elastic SSD de-
vices. Each virtual machine is configured with an elastic virtual
SSD whose contents can be managed according to guest OS and ap-
plication semantics and requirements. Furthermore, the SSD sizing
is managed by the hypervisor with a ballooning-like mechanism to
dynamically adjust SSD provisioning to VMs based on performance
and usage fairness policies. Our primary contribution of this work
is to design and engineer the mechanism for elastic SSD disks to
be virtualized, and demonstrate usage models and effectiveness of
the symbiotic management of SSD caches across virtual machines.
Through our empirical evaluation, we show that the overhead of
implementing a virtio-based elastic SSD device is minimal (within
5% of virtio based device virtualization techniques). Further, we
demonstrate using dm-cache and Fatcache, the applicability and
benefits of SymFlex for enhancing IO throughput and enforcing
VM-level SSD allocation policies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
While the computing world is beginning to see the arrival of tech-
nology [15, 26, 27] to fuse the gap between the competing require-
ments of persistence and low-latency, flash memory based devices
have full-filled this role in the memory-storage hierarchy. Over
the past couple of decades, flash based solid-state storage devices
(SSDs) [19, 27, 40] have been ubiquitously used in embedded de-
vices [28, 29], traditional desktops and server systems [9, 21, 33, 41].
With server systems, SSDs have been used on the disk IO path for
caching [32] as well as primary storage devices [13, 18, 30]. The
domain of this work is the use of SSD devices for disk IO caching
in virtualization based hosting services.

The commonly used setups of SSD devices in virtualization en-
vironments are, (i) as a primary storage for virtual machine image
files, (ii) as attached disks for individual virtual machines, and (iii) as
hosting platform managed disk IO caches. The third setup employs
a hosting platform (and hypervisor) managed cache that stores
objects on near-host/on-host SSD devices. Since the cache is virtual
machine agnostic, cache sizing and provisioning can be performed
dynamically. Past work [17, 24], has used this setup and controlled
storage access performance by implementing different policies for
dynamic SSD cache provisioning. While each of these three setups
have benefits along the spectrum of usability and performance, they
do not provide the flexibility required to exploit all the potential
benefits of an auxiliary SSD device in hosting environments. The
first setup does not target the caching use case, the second setup
allows custom usage of SSDs by VMs but as a fixed-size device. The
third setup of using SSDs for host-side caching has been widely
used, but suffers from the lack of knowledge about usage semantics
of applications in the virtual machines. The hosting platform can
correlate aggregate disk bandwidth requirements to adjust per-VM
cache sizing [17, 34] This black-box approach cannot exploit the
knowledge of usage and application/VM specific semantics, e.g.,
meta-data blocks to be always stored in cache (irrespective of their
usage rate), or providing differentiated cache usage for applications
nested within a hosted virtual machine.

The ideal properties of a host-side cache are to simultaneously
allow for application-aware management of the cache and also
allow for dynamic provisioning of the cache based on policy and
performance control decisions. A feature similar to this is memory
ballooning [39], which is used to manage the memory resource in
hosted platforms. Memory managed via paging (page tables) can
be provisioned dynamically by manipulating mappings in the page
tables. A fundamental problem with a ballooning like usage model
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with SSDs in virtualization environments is the missing support
for elastic resizing of block IO devices. Traditionally, block devices
are initialized and configured during machine boot-up and their
properties remain static for the lifetime of the system1. Without
the resizing feature, block IO devices cannot be effectively and
dynamically managed by the hypervisor/hosting platform.

With hosting platform managed caches, a possibility is to setup
an explicit channel between the hypervisor and virtual machines
for providing hints to the hypervisor based device manager. This
approach has at least two possible bottlenecks— one, the frame-
work needs to have enough expressibility to accommodate different
application-level semantics; and second, the application needs to
know the state of the cache to generate corresponding hints for
subsequent management. We believe that this breaches the equiva-
lence requirement for virtualization platforms [31], in the sense that
para-virtualized guest operating systems will depend on knowing
and using hypervisor state as part of their execution.

Our premise is that the goal of an application aware management
of content on SSD caches can bemet efficiently with explicit support
for elastic SSD caching devices. Towards engineering support for
an elastic virtualized block IO device and dynamic management of
a persistent disk cache across several virtual machines, we make
the following contributions,

• Design and implement a mechanism for provisioning elastic
and persistent virtualized SSD devices.

• Design and build an adaptive disk caching framework, Sym-
Flex , which utilizes the explicit elasticity of SSD devices for
symbiotic cache management along with hypervisor-level
policy mechanisms.

• Showcase examples of use cases that benefit from the appli-
cation aware semantics used for cache management from
within guest OSes.

• Demonstrate via detailed empirical evaluation the low-overhead
implementation and application-level benefits of SymFlex .

1.1 Need for application-aware SSD elasticity
An important aspect of infrastructure hosting services is that of
resource over-commitment—provisioning more resources than that
can be simultaneously allocated physically. Two vital mechanisms
for over commitment are dynamic allocation of resources and a
policy framework for informed choices about the magnitude of
allocations and de-allocations.

The adaptation policies to dynamically change the allocation
levels of resources can broadly be classified as black box and gray
box policies. With black box policies used for dynamic SSD cache
provisioning, the hypervisor is unaware of the cache semantics and
its utility for the VM. The hypervisor employs VM-agnostic policies
to manage the hypervisor based cache. Gray box policies depend
on information and depend on actions from software entities from
within the virtual machine to influence cache provisioning deci-
sions. Figure 1 shows the hit ratio of a hypervisor managed SSD
cache using representative black box and gray box techniques. The
fio tool is used to generate the workload in both the cases which ac-
cess a 500 GB HDD. In the first window, the 80% of the accesses are

1With plug-and-play setups devices can be setup on the fly, but their properties cannot
be manipulated once configured.
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Figure 1: SSD cache efficiency with VM-agnostic and VM-
managed techniques.

from the first 34GB of the device and the 20% from the remaining
portion of the device. In the next window, the cache size reduced
by 4GB and 80% of the accesses are from the second 34GB of the
device and the 20% from the remaining portion of the device and
so on. The black box technique employs an LRU cache replacement
policy, while for the gray box technique, a hypothetical solutions
assumes that the changing working set (of accessed disk blocks)
is known to the hypervisor. As the SSD cache is resized (reduced
in size) at different instances, the gray box technique can use the
workload access pattern information for a better eviction policy of
cached blocks and maintain higher cache efficiency levels.

As demonstrated above, the twomain requirements for a high uti-
lization caching store in hosting environments are, (i) a mechanism
for dynamic resizing and (ii) usage of semantics of the software
stack (the guest OS or the applications being executed in the VM)
using the cache. Using hypervisor managed SSD caching for vir-
tual machines, the main challenges of employing both the above
mechanisms are, (i) lack of an elastic SSD virtualized device, and
(ii) a framework for symbiotic management of the cache by the
hypervisor and software entities of a virtual machine. Our work ad-
dresses both these challenges via SymFlex, an elastic and symbiotic
IO caching framework for virtualization environments.

1.2 Related work
1.2.1 Hypervisor-based caching. With hypervisor/hosting platform
based caching, the host OS or the hypervisor coordinate and man-
age the SSD cache. The cache itself can be organized as a uni-
fied cache [3] [20] across all virtual machines or applications, can
be statically partitioned [10, 12, 16], or can be dynamically parti-
tioned [8, 23].

With a unified SSD cache setup [3], IO requests from all VMs
store and consume objects in a single cache and can result in perfor-
mance interference side-effects based on cache usage distributions
influenced by workload patterns. With statically partitioned SSD
caching [10, 12, 16], the cache is partitioned based on performance
or higher-level policy decisions (priority of VM etc.) considering a
static set of VMs. Optimizations to the cache using this partitioning
strategy include techniques to determine what resides in the cache
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for maximizing the fixed size caches. Since the cache sizes are ag-
nostic to changing load patterns and over commitment levels, they
can lead to sub-par cache efficiency.

Dynamic cache partitioning techniques [8, 17, 22, 23, 35] parti-
tion the cache across virtual machines based on changing demands
either from changing levels of over-commitment (addition/removal
of new VMs to a host) or IO performance requirements. [22] in-
troduced Ratio of Effective Cache Space, ratio of the cache size that
is being effectively used to the total size of cache that has been
allocated, to identify the cache demands of each virtual machines.
[23] determines the cache size allocation based on run time analysis
of IO access characteristics that captures both long-term locality be-
havior and transient locality spikes of the workloads. [8] identifies
the set of blocks with high temporal locality to predict the cache
requirements of different workloads and reduce the number of up-
dates to the SSD cache. Each of these techniques adapts the size
of the cache assigned to virtual machine endpoints to improve the
cache utility. Other host side caching techniques [17, 35] provide
control knobs to meet storage access QoS requirements. [35] aims
to meet latency guarantees by periodically measuring the latency
of IO requests of each virtual machine and using a feedback loop
to adapt size of cache based on deviance from expected latency.
Similarly, [17] also aims to minimize IO latency for a group of VMs
and provide proportionate IO throughput levels based on exploiting
the non-linear relation between cache sizing and miss rates.

1.2.2 Device pass-through with SSDs. A device pass-through SSD
usage model enables the virtual machine to efficiently manage
the allocated SSD resource from within a virtual machine. The
virtual machine can use the device as a cache and implement cus-
tom policies to improve IO performance, or expose the device to
applications (via an API library) to explicitly implement application-
specific semantics. [1, 2, 5] use the SSD as a generic block IO cache
device via a device mapper [2] setup to cache blocks of high la-
tency hard disks and network storage devices. [4, 11, 36, 37] are
examples of approaches that expose a SSD device directly to appli-
cations. These approaches are integrated with applications such
as key-value stores, databases, and use the SSD as an auxiliary
persistent cache to exploit the semantics of the application and its
usage. [11] and [4] are flash-based key-value stores which extend
the memcached tool to manage key-value pairs cached in SSDs.
Typically, flash-based key value stores organize the key-value pairs
in slabs of different sizes, and uses in-memory data structures for
fast lookup and mapping operations. These applications are agnos-
tic to the unique disk-level properties of flash storage devices and
approaches in [36, 37] maximize the efficiency of key-value system
by removing redundant mappings, double garbage collections, etc.
in the in-memory and SSD stores.

1.2.3 Symbiotic management of SSD caches. DoubleDecker [25],
a hypervisor caching framework enables multi-level provisioning
of hypervisor managed in-memory and SSD caches in derivative
cloud setups. This solution is integrated with the file system based
cleancache framework and can enable differentiated provisioning
of the caches for multiple entities (containers) within a nested
hosting framework. While this approach is closest to symbiotic
management of the SSD cache, it does not incorporate usage of
application semantics for custom SSDmanagement policies. Further,

Hypervisor

Virtual machine

SSD

Figure 2: SymFlex architecture and components.

it relies on the cleancache interface and on updates to the file system
operations for implementing the caching solution. SymFlex does
not rely on file system extensions in guest operating systems and
also enables custom management of caches from within virtual
machines.

While several techniques to manage SSD caches have been dis-
cussed above, none of them exploit the caching potential of SSDs to
the fullest—they either do not have access to all semantics related to
application requirements, or are statically partitioned. Our domain
of operation is to operate a symbiotic framework where both the
hypervisor and software entities of a virtual machine cooperate to
improve effective of the SSD cache. SymFlex also lets itself seam-
lessly to accommodate nested hosting setups, where custom cache
management policies can be implemented from with each VM in-
stance. Further, the flexibility provided by the SymFlex framework
can compliment existing cache provisioning heuristics with added
adaptations based on application/guest OS cache utility semantics
and policies.

2 SYMFLEX ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
SymFlex provides a framework to virtualize SSD devices with dy-
namic resizing, and symbiotic management of the SSD-backed
caches by hypervisor and VM-specific management decisions. The
hypervisor is tasked with determining the size of the virtualized
elastic SSD (referred to as vSSD), and the guest OS or application
running in the virtual machines are tasked with managing the vSSD
for caching purposes.
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The architecture of SymFlex is as shown in Figure 2. The archi-
tecture contains three main components, (i) the virtualized elastic
SSD device (vSSD), (ii) the hypervisor-based SymFlex manager, and
(iii) the VM-specific elastic SSD manager.

The first component is involved with setting up the special de-
vice for virtual machines. The design for which includes managing
run-time sizing, and setup up of control and data channels for
communication between guest OS (and/or application) and the
hypervisor. The hypervisor-based SSD manager is responsible for
provisioning of the SSD resource across multiple virtual machines.
Policies for dynamic SSD sizing and allocation to virtual machines
are core parts of this component. The SSD resize decisions are
handled locally by a VM-specific cache manager, which incorpo-
rates custom application-aware and guest-OS specific policies for
improving utilization of the SSD-based cache.

The main operations in the SymFlex life cycle are, (i) registration
of a virtual machine with the SymFlex manager, (ii) performing
read/write operations on the virtualized elastic SSD device, and (iii)
using the on-demand resize mechanism of the vSSD for cooperative
cache management by the guest OS entities and the hypervisor.

Next, we describe the three units of SymFlex architecture in detail
and the end-to-end flow of different operations in the SymFlex life
cycle.

2.1 Elastic SSD Virtualization
The engineering component of SymFlex is the virtualization unit,
which implements the virtualized elastic SSD device (vSSD). The
important tasks include setting up the elastic SSD device itself
for the virtual machine and the necessary virtualization support
via control and data communication channels. The vSSD device
virtualization includes a device specification, a front end driver in
the virtual machine, and a SymFlex back end driver in the host
(as shown in Figure 2). The two drivers coordinate configuration,
access and resizing of the vSSD device via a control and a data
channel. The front end driver initalizes a (virtual) block IO device
(vSSD) which is used as a caching store by the guest operating
system and/or the applications running in the virtual machine.

The vSSD device is similar to a para-virtualized virtio-blk
device, with support for on-demand resizing of its capacity. The
front end driver receives read/write requests to the vSSD device,
and in turn forwards them to the back end driver. A bitmap is
maintained at the front end to store a status bit for each (logical)
block of the vSSD. Resize operations leading to change in the ca-
pacity of the vSSD set/reset bits corresponding to logical blocks of
the device. The bitmap is (re)initialized on every virtual machine
restart, updated on resize operations, and always consistent with
the logical to physical block mapping maintained by the back end
driver as part of the device virtualization. The bitmap is used to
quickly verify validity of a logical block (i.e., whether mapping to
physical block exists at the back end) during read/write operations
originating at the front end driver. The back end driver performs
the actual read/write operations over the physical SSD device, and
sends appropriate responses back to the front end driver. The back
end driver communicates with all the components of SymFlex , with
the front end driver via control and data plane channels, with the
manager to exchange statistics and management request/response

commands and with the host file system layer to issue read/write
operations to the physical device.

Details of read/write operations handling and resize operations
are discussed in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, respectively.

2.2 SymFlex manager
The SymFlex manager is responsible for managing (dynamically
allocate and deallocate) the SSD resource (blocks) across several
virtual machines hosted on a physical machine. A resize engine, a
policy engine and a block manager constitute the three components
of the SymFlex manager.

The block manager keeps track of the physical blocks of the SSD
and current allocation and usage status of each block. For SymFlex ,
a block is a sequence of contiguous logical sectors, e.g., the default
block size used in our implementation is 1 MB (2048 sectors of 512
bytes each). The per block metadata managed by the block manager
is divided into two categories—global state and per-VM state, and
stored on the first few blocks of the SSD. The global metadata state
consists of the following information, number of physical blocks
available on the SSD, a list of free and allocated physical blocks,
and a list of active and inactive virtual machines.

Every block can either be free, or a SymFlex metadata block,
or a block allocated to a virtual machine. For an allocated block,
SymFlex stores the virtual machine identifier and the logical block
number (of the vSSD) to which a block is mapped. The per-VM
state contains a VM identifier, maximum size of the vSSD device,
current allocation (in terms of number of blocks) to the VM, and
configuration flags. A particular flag of interest is the persist
flag which indicates whether the contents of the cache should be
persisted and restored across virtual machine restart.

The resize engine performs the increase and decrease operations
to dynamically resize the vSSD device. The SymFlex policy engine
implements the policies for the extent of allocation and deallocation
on a per-VM basis on events of interest, e.g., change in IO perfor-
mance levels, exit or start of new virtual machine etc. Currently,
SymFlex supports a weighted-share based allocation policy and
a proportionate throughput based allocation policy to distribute
blocks across vSSD devices of different virtual machines.

On a vSSD resize decision, the resize engine coordinates with
the SymFlex back end driver for resizing the vSSD. The back end
driver communicates with the corresponding front end to complete
the operation. On a size reduction (deflation) request, a set of
logical block numbers are conveyed to the back end to be returned
to SymFlex manager. The block manager changes the status of the
corresponding physical blocks to free, and releases corresponding
entries from the per-VM allocated block list. On a size increase of
the vSSD (inflation), a size change request is forwarded to the front
end via the back end driver. The front end requests for a list of new
blocks, which the back end obtains from the SymFlex manager and
forwards the logical block numbers to the front end after updating
the logical blocks and physical blocks mapping information. The
SymFlex front end driver updates the status of the corresponding
bits in the bitmap to maintain validity status of the logical blocks
of the vSSD during resize operations.
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2.3 VM-specific vSSD cache manager
A vSSD cache manager, local to each virtual machine, is responsible
for managing the vSSD based caching store. Since the size of the
caching device changes dynamically, the manager has to implement
a mechanism and a policy to influence the contents of the cache
as as to adhere to its policy. The SymFlex framework currently
support two mechanisms to manage cache contents, one via the
block IO layer and the other where applications directly the SSD as
an auxiliary device.

The vSSD cache manager implements the VM-specific cache
management policy to handle cache size changes, notably to make
object eviction decisions on the cache. Further, cache size increase
events also need to interface with the local manager to correctly
reflect the increased vSSD capacity. Section 4 presents the different
components of the VM-specific cache manager.

2.4 SymFlex life cycle
The SymFlex life cycle consists of several operations like starting the
SymFlex manager, registering virtual machines with the SymFlex ,
reading/writing data from/to the vSSD device, resize operations
invoked by the policy engine, and recovery of inactive virtual ma-
chines. When the SymFlex manager runs for the first time, the free
list is populated with all the physical blocks. The first few physical
blocks in the SSD are used to persist SymFlex metadata and man-
ager reserves these blocks by moving them from the free list to a
metadata blocks list.

2.4.1 Registration of virtual machines with the SymFlex manager.
Each virtual machine needs to be registered with manager when
the virtual machine is created. The back end driver initiates the
registration process by sending the registration message to the
block manager. The registration message contains VM-ID, name
of the VM, and the three tuple <M, C, P>, where M denotes the
size of the virtualized vSSD device, C is the number of blocks to
be allocated when the VM starts, and persist is a binary flag to
specify if allocated blocks of the VM are to be persisted on a VM
shut down (to be reused on VM restart).

On receiving a registration request, the block manager creates a
per-vm block list and allocates the blocks to the new virtualmachine.
Depending on the policy, the block manager may invoke the policy
engine if the free list is not enough to satisfy the number of blocks
requested at the time of registration. After, the block manager
reserves the blocks for the new VM adds the blocks from the free
list to the per-vm block list, and updates the per physical-block
entry with the corresponding VM-ID, and replies to the back end
driver with the list of physical blocks allocated. The back end driver
updates the logical to physical block mapping table entry with the
physical block number, starting from the logical block number 0 to
N-1 where N is the number blocks allocated by the block manager.
Next, the back end driver forwards the list of mapping table entries
corresponding to the newly allocated block to the manager, and the
manager updates the per physical-block entry with corresponding
logical block numbers. During initialization, the front end driver
reads the list of valid logical block numbers(lbn) from the back
end driver and initializes the block status bitmap. The block status
bitmap maintained by the front end driver has to be reinitialized
after each VM restart.

read(fd, offset, size)

read(file, offset, size)

bio(sector #, size)

qiov(sector #, size)

preadv(physical sector #, size)

Reading the data from 

physical SSD

Application

Figure 3: Logical to physical block translation during
read/write operations.

When a virtual machine restarts (which had a persist flag for the
vSSD device) and re-registers with SymFlex , the block-manager
replies with list of <pbn, lbn> tuples for previously allocated
blocks to the back end driver.

2.4.2 vSSD read/write operations. When a virtualmachine is started
with the virtualized elastic SSD device, a special block IO device,
vssda, is available for the VM. Like any other block IO device, any
application can perform read/write operations on the device. Figure
3 illustrates the flow of requests of the read/write operations, and
logical to physical block translation. The front end driver receives
all read/write requests, and a single read/write request can contain
multiple vSSD blocks. If a physical block is not allocated to one of
the logical blocks in the request, the request is considered as an
invalid request. For an invalid request, the front end driver imme-
diately returns the error to the higher layer. For a valid request,
the front end driver forwards the request to back end driver. The
back end driver divides read/write requests into sub requests if the
request crosses the vSSD block boundary. For instance, a request
to read 2 MB of data from an offset of 256 KB will be divided into
3 sub requests, (i) sub request to read 768 KB from 256 KB, (ii) a
sub request to read 1 MB from 1 MB offset, (iii) and sub request to
read 256 KB from 2 MB offset. After, the back end driver identifies
the physical vSSD block number of each sub requests using the
logical to physical block mappings that it maintains, it determines
the physical sector numbers correspond to each sub requests, and
issues the read/write requests to the physical SSD. When all sub
requests are finished the responses are sent to the back end driver,
which merges the sub responses into a single response and forwards
to front end driver.
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Figure 4: Messages involved in the vSSD resize operations of
SymFlex.

2.4.3 vSSD resize operations. The manager initiates all resize oper-
ations by sending a resize request to the back end driver. A resize re-
quest contains VM-I D, the number of blocks to be inflated/deflated,
and type of the resize operation. During the vSSD size reduction
operation, the manager deallocates the vSSD blocks from a virtual
machine, and hence the effective size of vSSD reduces. During the
size increase operation, the manager allocates addditional vSSD
blocks to the virtual machine. On receiving the resize requests from
the manager, the back end driver immediately forwards the resize
request to the front end driver.

Sequence of operations performed during a size increase opera-
tion are different from the size reduction operation. When the front
end driver receives the size increase operation request, it sends an
block-allocation-request to the back end driver, and the back end
driver forwards this request to the SymFlex manager. The manager
selects the requested number of physical vSSD blocks from the
free list, allocates the selected blocks to the VM, and replies to the
back end driver with a list of allocated physical block numbers.
The back end driver maps these physical blocks to logical blocks
(which were previously invalidate) and forwards the list of the new
valid logical blocks to the front end driver. The front end driver
updates the corresponding bits of the block bitmap by setting the
bits corresponding to the new valid logical blocks. In addition to
sending the list of logical blocks to the front end driver, the back
end driver also sends the same list to the manager. The manager
updates the per physical block entry with logical block number and
the VM ID of the newly allocated blocks.

During a vSSD size reduction operation, the front-driver re-
quests the cache-management unit of the VM to release blocks.
The VM/application specific cache management unit executes its
own policy to decide the blocks to be freed, and forwards the list
of selected blocks to the front end driver. The front end driver re-
sets the corresponding bits in the bitmap, and forwards the list of
selected logical block numbers to the back end driver. The back
end driver invalidates the logical-to-physical block mapping for the
corresponding logical blocks, and forwards the list of freed physical

blocks to the SymFlex manager. The manager moves those blocks
from the VM-specific list to the free list of physical blocks.

2.4.4 Recovery of blocks. To provide over-commitment of the vSSD
device, the SymFlex manager may opt to swap blocks allocated
to a stopped virtual machine to secondary storage. The manager
periodically detects stopped virtual machines and recovers physical
blocks in the following manner:

• De-allocation of non-persistent blocks: The non-persistent
blocks allocated to a VM are moved to the free list of physical
blocks.

• Swapping of persistent blocks: Physical blocks associated
with blocks with persist flag set are copied to a secondary
storage, along with persisting their physical to logical block
mappings. Subsequently, these physical blocks are moved to
the free list.

When a virtual machine restarts and re-registers with the Sym-
Flex , the manager allocates physical blocks from the SSD, copies
contents of the persistent blocks to the allocated blocks, and up-
dates the physical to logical block mappings, and coordinates with
the back end driver to update its logical to physical block mappings.

3 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We have implemented SymFlex using a Linux + QEMU-KVM plat-
form. The SymFlex front end driver is implemented with Linux ker-
nel version of 4.9.35 and the back end driver as extensions to QEMU
2.9.0. The SymFlex manager is implemented as a multi-threaded
application which communicates with the back end driver using
shared memory. The following subsections discuss implementation
details of each of these components.

3.1 The elastic vSSD device and its drivers
Wemodified the Linux kernel to add a new block IO device, virt_vssd,
which provides the elastic sizing feature. Corresponding SymFlex front
end and back end drivers are implemented virtio_vsdd_driver’s
for the host and the guest Linux kernel. Implementation of the
virt_vssd device is similar to existing virt_blkio device, but
with an additional virtio ring and corresponding call back functions
for SymFlex specific communication between the front-driver and
back end drivers. The read/write data operations on the device are
performed using the data-flow ring/channel and SymFlex specific
control messages are conveyed through control-flow channel (refer
to Figure 2). To send a read/write block IO request or a SymFlex con-
trol message, the SymFlex front end driver formats the request as
virtio queue element and adds the element to the queue attached
the corresponding ring. For each queue, a call back function is
registered at both ends of the IO ring. Pushing an element to a
virtio_vssd queue from the front end invokes the call back func-
tion registered at the back end. The back end driver dequeues the
element from the corresponding queue, converts it to a vSSD IO
request, and process the request/message based on the type of the
request. The back end driver initiates a similar sequence in reverse
to communicate with the front end driver.

3.1.1 SymFlex read/write operations. Semantics and functionalities
of the IO rings used for read/write operations, and the data flow
channel, are the same as the rings used in the existing virtio_block
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technique. With SymFlex, the front end driver first checks whether
the logical block number exists in the vSSD device (as the device
size can change dynamically) before forwarding the request to the
back end. If the logical block does not have a valid mapping, i.e.,
the corresponding bit in the block status bitmap is unset, the front
end driver returns an error (to be handled by the block IO layer or
higher layers). For a valid read/write request, the request is con-
verted to a virtio queue element and pushed to the data flow queue
(IO for data request and response). The back end driver on retriev-
ing the request, determines the type of operation to be performed,
the logical sector number, the number of bytes to read/write and a
list of IO vectors. Each IO vector contains information regarding
the starting memory address and the size of memory region for
the corresponding block IO operation. Further, the back end driver
maps the logical sector number of the vSSD device to a logical
block (based on number of logical sectors per block), then maps
the logical block to a physical block and offsets it with the sector
number, to obtain the physical sector for the IO operation.

Read/write requests may span over multiple logical blocks which
may not be contiguous in the physical range, and such requests
are issued as multiple block IO requests by the back end driver.
The back end determines the starting physical sector number for
each of the sub-requests and also maintains a count and status of
issued sub-request. On completion of a sub-request, its status is
updated to reflect completion. On completion of all the sub-requests,
a response (along with data in case of a read operation) is sent to
the front end driver via the data flow channel.

As an optimization, QEMU dequeues multiple read/write re-
quests at a time from a virtio ring, sorts the requests based on the
starting sector number, merges the sequential requests of same
type (i.e., it merges two or more continuous read requests into a
single request). Requests are merged by copying the IO vectors to
a single request and updating size of the request. With the vSSD
this optimization operates on logical block numbers, and may lead
to fragmented block IO requests on the physical device. To counter
this situation and to amortize the cost of SSD access for caching,
SymFlex operates with large physical block sizes (e.g., vSSD blocks
are of size 1 MB in our prototype implementation).

3.2 SymFlex Manager
The SymFlex Manager is implemented as a multi-threaded user
space application and has three main threads, (i) a listener thread
to communicate with the SymFlex back end drivers of virtual ma-
chines, (ii) a thread to receive registration and configuration inputs
from the user, and (iii) a recovery thread to recover blocks allocated
to inactive virtual machines. In addition, the listener thread creates
a separate thread for processing each message it receives from the
back end drivers. The recovery thread periodically identifies new
inactive VMs, and recovers the blocks of those VMs. The commu-
nication channel between the SymFlex manager and the back end
drivers is a shared memory region which is setup by the manager
when it starts. The shared region is used for transferring the list of
blocks during inflation, deflation and initial registration of the vSSD
device. The list of blocks are exchanged in an iterative manner, with
number of entities dependent on the size of the shared region. The
SymFlex manager and the back end drivers synchronize using a

SSD

Host

VM

Figure 5: Block layer IO caching and application managed
caching use cases of SymFlex.

set of condition variables to signal events for processing by each
entity. The shared region has a small header that encodes the type
of operation (inflate, deflate etc.) and related data for processing.

4 USE CASES
To demonstrate the efficacy of SymFlex, we modified two existing
applications to operate with an elastic SSD device. Figure 5 illus-
trates the integration of SymFlex and usage of the vSSD device for
the two use cases.

4.1 dm-cache with SymFlex
dm-cache[2] is a cache to store disk blocks and is implemented via
the device mapper setup. The device mapper framework requires
three devices to create a dm-cache, an origin device (with large
storage capacity, possibly slower and/or on the network), a cache
device (closer to the disk accesses), and a small metadata device
(used to persist the dm-cache metadata information). With SymFlex,
we employ the elastic vSSD device as the cache device. We config-
ured the granularity of read/write operations of the dm-cache and
the vSSD block size to 1 MB. A SymFlex enhanced dm-cache first
registers with the vSSD SymFlex front end driver, and as a part of
the registration process the front end driver forwards to dm-cache
a bitmap representing the valid logical blocks of the vSSD device.
dm-cache maintains a list of free blocks, clean blocks, and dirty
blocks. As part of SymFlex extensions, we modified dm-cache to
maintain an additional list, the invalid block list. The blocks that we
relinquish as part of run-time vSSD size reduction are maintained
in this list. While servicing a cache miss, the SymFlex dm-cache
selects a block from the free list and copies data from the origin
disk. Once the list is empty, blocks are evicted either from the clean
list or the dirty list based on different eviction policies.

During the vSSD size reduction process, the front end driver
forwards the size reduction request to the SymFlex dm-cache. If the
free list has enough blocks to satisfy the reduction operation, dm-
cache selects blocks from the free list, and moves those blocks into
the invalid list. If the free list does not have enough blocks, blocks
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either from the clean list or dirty list are evicted (based on a pre-
configured dm-cache policy) and moved to the invalid list. Finally,
the block numbers (moved to the invalid list of dm-cache) are sent
to SymFlex front end driver (corresponding bits in the bitmap are
reset to mark invalidity) and forwarded the SymFlex manager via
the SymFlex back end driver.

Similarly, during the vSSD size increase operation, the front end
driver sends dm-cache a list of new valid logical blocks and dm-
cache moves the corresponding cache blocks from the invalid list to
the free list. We use the default dm-cache stochastic multi-queue [2]
policy for eviction of cached objects. Further, the SymFlex enabled
dm-cache can also provide differentiated provisioning of the vSSD
cache across applications. To provide this functionality, we leverage
the cgroups subsystem of Linux. Each application is assumed to
belong to a separate cgroup and a new cgroup variable is added
to the subsystem in order to specify weights for proportionate
sharing of the vSSD cache. To differentiate and identify IO traffic
across applications, we modified the VFS layer to attach cgroup
information of the end point process as part of the bio request.
These cgroup tags are used by the SymFlex dm-cache to manage
cache provisioning across multiple (nested) applications.

4.2 Fatcache with SymFlex
Fatcache [4], a key-value store (similar to memcached [6]), is our
second use case which uses an vSSD device to extend its capacity.
Fatcache uses a slab-based management strategy for managing the
available SSD storage. Each slab (a contiguous region in memory
or on the SSD) is divided into equal sized slots, with different slot
sizes are part of different slab classes. A value is stored in a slot
that is closest to size of the value. Each value is first in the memory
and then drained to the SSD. The metadata for resolving keys to
the slabs is stored in memory. Updates to the in-memory slabs are
drained in batches to the SSD device.

As part of SymFlex extensions to Fatcache, we configure the slab
size to be the same as the vSSD block size. Similar to SymFlex dm-
cache, SymFlex Fatcache registers itself with SymFlex front end
driver when the application starts, and the front end driver returns a
bitmap corresponding to the valid logical blocks. After registration,
SymFlex Fatcache moves the the valid vSSD slabs (slabs with valid
blocks) to a free-ssd-slab list, and those corresponding to invalid
blocks to a invalid-ssd-slab list (this list is part of Symflex related
changes). During reduction in the vSSD size, Fatcache selects slabs
from the free-ssd-slab list to evict, and if these slabs are not enough
to satisfy the deflation operation, slabs from the fully-filled-ssd-slab
list (list of densely packed slabs) are freed up. The selected slabs
are moved to invalid-ssd-slab list. As part of vSSD increase, the
SymFlex front end driver forwards to Fatcache a list of new valid
logical blocks, and and the corresponding vSSD slabs are moved
from the invalid-ssd-slab list to free-ssd-slab list.

5 EVALUATION
5.1 vSSD IO performance benchmarking
Towards benchmarking vSSD characteristics, we first compared the
raw IO performance of the elastic vSSD device with SymFlex virtio
drivers and existing block IO virtualization techniques. The follow-
ing experiments were carried out on a machine with Intel i7-4790K

read:
write
ratio

Throughput (MBps)
vSSD
(1MB)

vSSD
(512KB)

virtio
(raw)

virtio
(qcow2+ext4)

1:0 518.45 518.45 529.31 517.62
1:1 445.24 403.14 462.15 443.10
0:1 331.48 318.45 342.84 332.27

Table 1: Performance comparison of different vSSD and
virtio-blk configurations.
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Figure 6: vSSD resize latency characteristics.

processor and 16GB memory. We configured a virtual machine with
2 GB RAM, 2 VCPUs, a vSSD of capacity 20 GB, and used the fio
benchmarking tool to issue file IO requests from the virtual ma-
chine. A single fio thread issued read and write requests (of size
2MB) to files on the vSSD device, for a cumulative read/write of
20GB worth of data. Table 1 reports the performance of different
virtualization techniques including 2 vSSD configurations and 2
existing virtio_blk configurations. [14]. In the first virtio_blk config-
uration (virtio_blk[raw]), the SSD is directly exposed to the virtual
machine as raw device. With virtio_blk[ext2+qcow2], the SSD is
formatted with the ext4 file system, a virtual disk image with the
qcow2 format is created, and the image is exposed to the virtual
machine. As can been seen from the table, the average reported fio
throughput achieved by the vSSD configurations is always within
4% of the best performing virtio_blk configuration. In fact, it was
slightly better as compared to the virtio variant which used qcow
disk. The performance of vSSD with block sizes of 512 KB was
slightly less than with that 1 MB blocks, and were was expected
as the fio read-write granularity was 2 MB in size. The throughput
similarities hold across different file level read granularity issued
by fio.

We use this result to conclude that our vSSD block device virtual-
ization implementation has performance comparable to the current
block virtualization solutions.

5.1.1 Resize latency characteristics. Next, we characterized latency
of the vSSD size increase and decrease operations of SymFlex. The
setup was a virtual machine running one of the use-cases, dm-cache
or Fatcache, and a series of vSSD size increase and decrease requests
were issued. The corresponding SymFlex block management layers,
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Figure 7: Throughput of set operations off the Fatcache ap-
plication.

one at the block IO layer and the other at application layer coor-
dinated with the SymFlex front end driver for resizing the vSSD
device.

We performed experiments on both dm-cache and Fatcache se-
tups by varying the granularity of resize. For each of the experiment,
we measure the total time taken to finish a resize operation, the
time spent in the front end, and the time spent in the back end.
One of the time consuming operations during resize is persisting
metadata. As an optimization, we persist metadata periodically, not
at the end of each resize operation. Figure 6 shows the latency for
vSSD size reductions for dm-cache and the Fatcache setups. The
latency with Fatcache is 2-3 times more than that of dm-cache, as
each resize request has to cross the user-kernel boundary in the VM
and be serviced in the user space. For both increase and decrease in
vSSD size, the time spent in the backend driver is less than 10% of
the duration for resize. Further, we found that the front end driver
consumes most of the time as part of vSSD reduction to identify
blocks to free and coordinate communication with the back-end
driver.

5.1.2 Performance of SymFlex Fatcache. To analyze the impact of
validation of the requests and logical to physical address transla-
tion in the read/write path on application throughput we have per-
formed following experiments. The main aim of these experiments
is to determine performance impact on Fatcache and dm-cache
when they are configured with a fixed size of SSD as compared to
they are inflated or deflated to that particular size. Figure 7, illus-
trates the performance of set operations of Fatcache running in
three different configurations. virtio-blk represents Fatcache run-
ning over existing virtio-blk device, and vssd represents Fatcache
running with a vSSD device. vssd-10GB represents Fatcache using
a vSSD device of size 10GB, with 10 GB being achieved by a series
of resize operations. mcperf, a key value store load generator, is
used to generate load to Fatcache. mcperf opens 100 connects to
Fatcache server and each connection sends 1000 set operation re-
quests of size 100KB to the server. The figure plots performance
of Fatcache for set operations in terms of requests processed per
second against the capacity of SSD allocated for the fatcache. A per-
formance degradation of 4% to 5% is observed in vssd as compared
virtio-blk, and it is due the additional operations performed by vssd

in the read/write path. In addition, a 0.5% to 1% of performance
degradation is observed when the 10GB vssd is deflated to a size as
compared to a pre-configured vSSD of the same size.

We performed another experiment to identify the overhead of
vssd configurations on the performance of fatcache get operations.
Get requests are generated by mcperf which is configured to cre-
ate 100 connections with fatcache server and each connection is
sending 1000 get requests, which are meant to read the values
stored as a part of set operation experiment explained above. We
observed a performance overhead of 2% to 3% in the get operations
as compared to virtio-blk configuration.

5.2 Utility of vSSD elasticity
To demonstrate the utility of elastic vSSD caches, we implemented
two cache provisioning policies in SymFlex—weighted fair share
based provisioning and proportionate IO throughput based provi-
sioning. Here we describe an experiment using the IO throughput
based provisioning approach.

The aim of this experiment was to demonstrate the efficacy of
SymFlex of SLA based provisioning of the SSD resource across vir-
tual machines in an adaptive manner. Figure 8a illustrates a propor-
tionate throughput cache provisioning solution using SymFlexand
figure 8b illustrates the cache size across different VMs during the
experiment. SymFlex is configured to allocate a maximum of 100 GB
of SSD space across four virtual machines. The experiment consists
of four windows, and they start at 0m, 370m, 735m, and 1175m.
The VMs are configured to operate with vSSD IO throughput in the
ratio of 1:2:3:3. The fio tool was running in each virtual machine,
and it reads the entire dm-cache origin device where the 80% of
the accesses are from the first 40GB of the device and the 20% from
the remaining portion of the device. Initially, an equal amount of
vSSD is allocated across all VMs. When all the caches are warmed
up, the policy engine starts enforcing the configured ratios of IO
throughput by resizing the vSSD associated with each virtual ma-
chine. In the second window, we changed the ratio of VMs to 4:2:3:3
and hence the throughput of the VM1 is increased, and throughput
of remaining VMs are reduced. Similarly, we changed the ratio to
4:2:1:1 in the third window. In the fourth window, we changed the
workload of VM3 with less cache requirements (access pattern is
changed as 80% of the accesses from the first 25GB of the device)
and that of VM2 with high cache requirements (first 80% of the
accesses are from first 50GB of the device). This resulted to allocate
less blocks to VM3 and more blocks to VM2 to maintain the same
ratio on throughput values.

5.3 Utility of vSSD persistence
To demonstrate the utility of persistent caching support of SymFlex,
we setup a machine configured with SymFlex-enabled dm-cache
with the persistent block flag set. dm-cache was configured with
a 10GB vSSD and 30GB of origin disk. We used the flexible IO
benchmarking tool fio to generate load to stress dm-cache. The fio
application perform non-sequential IO operations worth of 25GB
on the dm-cache device where the first 75% of the accesses are from
first 30% of the device and the 25% from the remaining portion of
the device. The system is forced to restart at different time instances,
and the dm-cache hit ratio, reported at every 10 seconds, during
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Figure 8: Proportionate throughput based vSSD cache provisioning.
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Figure 9: Impact of warmed up caches via persistent vSSD
caching.

each run is which as shown in Figure 9. During the first run, fio took
360 seconds to complete the operation and the hit ratio saturated
at 80% after 130s.

During the second round, the virtual machine is forced to restart
at 40 seconds, and fio generates the same workload load, i.e., same
request sequence starting the beginning. On restart, the persistent
vSSD cache was restored and the dm-cache already had the blocks
before the virtual machine get restarted at 40 seconds. Hence, dm-
cache benefits from a warm cache after the restarting —the hit rate
saturates earlier, at 110 second, and fio completes its IO operations
in 300 seconds (compared to 360 seconds with a cold cache). On
subsequent rounds, the VM was restarted after progressively in-
creasing the duration before restart and replaying the original IO
sequence. As expected, the benefits of a persistent warm cache are
larger and can very quickly hit peak performance.

5.4 Differentiated vSSD caching for nested
applications

Figure 10 shows the usecase of SymFlex used to provision the vSSD
cache across applications running inside VMs. Like in the previous
experiments, SymFlex manager is configured to allocate maximum
of 100GB SSD across virtual machines. Initially, two virtual ma-
chines, with each running two instances of the filebench file system
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Figure 10: Dynamic cache provisioning for applications
nested in VMs with SymFlex and dm-cache using the vSSD.

benchmarking tool, share the vSSD in the ratio of 1:2. The 4 appli-
cations are labelled App1 and App2 (executing in VM1) and App3
and App4 (executing in VM2) and each of them belonged to a sepa-
rate cgroup, which was passed on to the SymFlex dm-cache block
manager. All the four applications create 50 threads and are con-
figured to run file-server workload with 100000 files with mean
directory width of 50 and mean file size of 13840 bytes. For the
first 100 seconds the ratio of the vSSD cache within each VM is set
to 1:1 for both the applications. As is shown in Figure 10, the IO
throughput values for applications in the same VM are identical,
and are approximately twice for applications in the second VM.
After 100 seconds, the ratio of the vSSD for applications in VM2 is
changed to 2:3 and after 200 seconds vSSD sizes available to both
VMs was reduced by 20 GB. In both these cases, the IO throughput
of the applications behaved in the same ratios, with the overall
ratios across VMs still adhering to the 1:2 configuration.

6 CONCLUSION
SymFlex targets to virtualize persistent storage devices and symbi-
otically manage them with cooperation of the hypervisor and the
software entities of the virtual machine. We defined a new type
of elastic virtual SSD (vSSD) for VMs by extending the existing
virtio-blk virtualization design. We showed that the virtualiza-
tion overheads of SymFlex result in IO performance to be within
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5% of conventional virtio based device virtualization. We also im-
plemented frameworks and interfaces to symbiotically manage the
vSSD at the block IO layer and directly by applications. The fea-
tures related to dynamic proportionate sharing of the cache were
demonstrated via extensions to the existing dm-cache and Fatcache
applications.

Currently, SymFlex only supports host local SSDs. An immediate
extension is to provide support for network-attached SSDs, which
will increase applicability of SymFlex for other hosting features
like VM migration and stop-and-copy. Further, SymFlex supports
a single physical SSD for virtualization and also supports a single
vSSD device per VM. We intend to generalize our approach to
accommodate and manage multiple SSD devices to implement a
software-defined hypervisor managed caching layer. SymFlex can
also be integrated with virtual machine specific storage systems
like VMFS Datastores [7, 38] that manage blocks over a cluster of
machines and target optimizations specific to virtual machines —
de-duplication, sharing, snapshots etc.
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